
Profile 
I'm a UI/UX/Full Stack Developer, everything I work on is done with purpose and focused on bringing 
the best experience to the users. I strive to continually grow with my team and bring new ideas with 
fresh perspectives. I like to work on projects that are challenging and solve them with design, breaking 
down complex problems into simple solutions. 

Experience 
Web Development Teaching Assistant, Trilogy Education Services - Oct. 2017 - Present 

      As a teacher’s assistant, my main priority is assisting students to become job competitive by the end 

of the six-month coding boot camp. I empathize with the students and help guide them in the correct 

direction to write better cleaner code. Students work on homework and projects that I grade and 

provide productive feedback to help them be their best and support them through the challenges that 

come with being enrolled in a coding boot camp. I assist with the following languages: React.js, Node.js, 

Git, HTML5/CSS3, MongoDB, MySQL, and more. 

Front End Web Developer, Automatit, Inc. - Oct. 2016 - Sept. 2017 
      While I was at Automatit, I would develop a self-storage website every week from scratch following 

the guidelines of a Photoshop document created by a designer using the SPRINT process. I used PHP, 

CSS, and JavaScript to create the websites then access database information using SQL and displaying 

the specific companies storage unit rates. Once finishing a site, I would QA and test the sites to make 

sure that the User Experience and User Interface all made sense, then make adjustments through the 

design process. I also would find resources, ensure that sites met WCAG accessibility standards, or think 

of ideas that improved the development and designs of sites and share in meetings with the team of the 

findings. 

Fraud Specialist - Prosper Marketplace - Feb. 2015 - Sept. 2016 
      At Propser, the main task as a fraud specialist was to complete background research on potential 

borrowers and make a decision about whether the applicant was fraudulent. If I was unsure, then I would 

call the applicant and verify their identity with personal questions. When determining if someone was 

fraudulent I searched through the documents submitted by them and analyzed for forgeries. With the 

information I gathered while researching I would report to the risk team on current trends that I noticed, 

once given to them I collaborated with them on a strategy to reduce the risk model. I created monthly 
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presentations that I delivered to the loan verification team on trends in forged documents, applicant 

profiles, and any updates to the fraud department processes. During my tenure I found multiple fraud 

rings one of which were forged US Passports. 

Verification Specialist - Prosper Marketplace - July. 2014 - Feb. 2015 
      I processed loan applications will checking for the authenticity of the documents the customer 

provided. Every day I strived to meet my goal of a specified dollar amount and service customers 

through written and oral mediums. Communicating with the customer about the status of their 

application and if I needed anything more to continue. I maintained the company qualities and made my 

decisions based on an analytical thought process. 

Education 
Salt Lake Community College — Associates of Sociology, Degree 2013 

Salt Lake Community College — Associates of General Studies, Degree 2012 


